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CUSTOMIZED AESTHETIC AND 
RECONSTRUCTIVE TEMPORARY TATTOO AND 

METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] Many men, Women and children undergo recon 
structive surgery every year. This is oftentimes done to 
improve or restore their appearance by replacing a body part 
Which has been lost or removed or to cover an undesirable 

scar or defect. Common forms of reconstructive surgery 
involve recreation of the breast mound after mastectomy, 
removal of surface abnormalities such as scars or vascular 

malformations, removal of tumors and reconstruction of the 
defect or restoration of normal anatomy folloWing correction 
of a congenital defect. 

[0002] For example, Women (and occasionally men) must 
sometimes undergo mastectomy Which removes all or por 
tions of their breast With or Without the nipple and areolar 
complex. FolloWing this surgical procedure, many of these 
patients elect to undergo reconstructive surgery to recreate 
their breast mound either utiliZing an implantable prosthetic 
device or With their oWn tissue. Although not restoring 
function, these procedures do improve their physical appear 
ance and restore balance to the chest Wall. Other patients 
Who have been in accidents sustaining severe scarring or 
have lost body parts, individuals Who have been in ?res and 
sustained thermal injury or patients Who have been born 
With congenital abnormalities may also require or elect to 
have reconstructive surgery to restore their normal appear 
ance and function. Currently there are also nonsurgical 
options for reconstruction such as prosthetic breasts Which 
are Worn on top of the chest Wall to restore forWard 
projection in a bra. Rubbed on surface cosmetics have been 
used to cover scars. Professional tattooing is also currently 
being used to cover scars and other surface defects, as Well 
as simulate body parts Which are missing (eyebroWs). Unfor 
tunately, these nonsurgical options are not perfect and often 
times have contraindications Which prevent the patient from 
utiliZing them. 

[0003] Although there are a number of implantable pros 
theses and tissue types Which simulate the shape and texture 
of a natural breast, none of them create a natural-appearing 
breast mound because they all lack a nipple and areolar 
complex. A patient, Who for a number of reasons cannot 
have immediate reconstruction, has a signi?cant chest Wall 
defect not only because of a lack of breast mound, but 
because the nipple and areolar complex is absent, as Well. 
The existing implantable breast prostheses and the tissue 
reconstruction options fall short in recreating the nipple and 
areolar complex and lack a normal nipple prominence shape 
and color. This makes the reconstruction inadequate and a 
third stage, i.e., nipple and areolar reconstruction, is con 
sidered the last phase of breast reconstruction. Oftentimes, 
hoWever, patients for one reason or another are unable to 
undergo this ?nal stage for months and continue to lack the 
shape and color of the nipple and areolar complex. The 
implantable prosthesis disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,778,465 
(Wilkins) tries to recreate the nipple prominence, but, unfor 
tunately, the skin that overlies this implant is normal chest 
Wall skin and scar only Without color or texture of the 
normal nipple and areolar complex. 

[0004] Three dimensional prosthetic nipple and areolar 
complexes, Which are applied to the outside of the chest Wall 
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skin after reconstruction of the breast mound, do attempt to 
approximate a natural nipple shape, texture and color (US. 
Pat. No. 5,171,321—Davis). These prosthetic devices attach 
to the skin of the chest Wall via adhesive or suction. 
HoWever, since their inner surface is concave in order to 
attach and stay ?rmly adherent to the body, a close approxi 
mation to the breast mound or at least the chest skin must be 
present in order for it to Work. Very often a good surface 
does not exist and these non-customiZed, limited-shaped, 
prosthetic nipples do not and Will not ?t on the mastecto 
miZed chest Wall Well. Patients become discouraged With 
their lack of ?t and are alWays having to reapply them. Also, 
because these particular prosthetic nipple and areolar 
devices are not customiZed, the patient cannot adjust for 
individual siZe or shape and there is no clear method for 
matching these devices to the skin tone of the patient. 
Because there is constant motion of the breast mound and 
chest Wall dislodgement of these prostheses occurs con 
stantly even if attempted to be held on by adhesion or 
suction. Therefore, they alWays look unnatural and the 
patient is reluctant to Wear them. 

[0005] Another problem With the existing methods of 
nipple and areolar reconstruction (permanent tattooing, sur 
gical creation of a nipple and areolar complex, glued on 
devices) is that often they cannot be utiliZed until a signi? 
cant amount of time has passed after the initial breast mound 
reconstruction. This is due to the constraints of healing, 
chemotherapy, radiation and recovery time for the patient. 
The reconstructive processes oftentimes take many months. 
There must be enough time alloWed for surgical incision 
healing, resolution of sWelling, the expansion process, any 
revisions that might need to be provided and the patient’s 
systemic illnesses possibly brought on by chemotherapy and 
radiation. All of these considerations require time and the 
patient While Waiting for treatment in time to progress Wants 
to look as natural as possible to alloW them to get on With 
their lives. The current methods for aesthetic improvements 
do not enable these Women to achieve this goal. 

[0006] Devices for customiZing the color of a prosthetic 
device have been disclosed, such as U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,735,754 
(Buckner) and No. 5,727,567 (Karnaby, et al). These meth 
ods basically involve a labor-intensive process of painting 
the desired image onto the prosthetic device or layering latex 
in varying colors on the prosthetic device in order to produce 
a more realistic skin tone appearance. U.S. Pat. No. 5,798, 
062 (Thielbar) discloses a method of creating a breast/nipple 
prosthesis that is Worn on the outside of the body and is color 
matched. HoWever, these methods disclosed in the prior 
methods are de?cient in that the colors must be applied to 
the prosthetic device itself and may not be applied directly 
to the skin thereby alloWing the same displacement com 
plaints. The prior methods are also de?cient in that only 
stock colors are provided and the user must try herself to mix 
them in order to achieve the desired pigmentation to match 
her skin tones. Furthermore, matching is done visually, 
Which is not as accurate as the formation of a computeriZed 
digital image folloWed up by an accurate printing method 
Which produces a more exact reproduction of the skin tone 
siZe and shape. 

[0007] Permanent tattooing in order to replace a missing 
body part or to cover a portion of the body is another option 
existing to improve or alter a patient’s appearance. HoWever, 
this method has many undesirable consequences. It is pain 
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ful, there is a real risk of contracting HIV or hepatitis and a 
permanent tattoo cannot be altered to match the changing 
skin tones of an aging patient. Furthermore, the use of a 
permanent tattoo is undesirable in the case of a lost eyebroW 
because it cannot be removed When the natural eyebroW 
groWs back. The present invention eliminates all of these 
concerns. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The present invention seeks to overcome the prob 
lems in these existing devices and methods by helping to 
improve the appearance of a Woman’s chest Wall by simu 
lating a nipple and areolar complex Which realistically 
matches her oWn natural nipple and areolar skin tone, siZe 
and shape. 

[0009] The present invention entails taking a photograph 
of the body part to be removed, or of the corresponding 
opposite body part (such as second eyebroW or other areola 
complex) and customiZing a temporary applique or tattoo 
Which can be applied directly to the skin. In addition, should 
a photo not be available, a catalog of similar body parts may 
be available to alloW the patient/user or an other individual 
(such as a physician) to select a tattoo for use. 

[0010] The invention claimed is the customiZed digital 
imaging of the temporary tattoo itself and also the method of 
creating the customiZed temporary tattoo. The method of 
transferring the tattoo from the substrate to the body, and the 
construction of the actual temporary tattoo card are not 
claimed. Methods of creating temporary tattoos such as 
those described in US. Pat. No. 4,169,169 (Katabatake), 
US. Pat. No. 4,594,276 (Relyea), and other Well knoWn 
methods for creating a temporary tattoo and for the means of 
its application to the body are acceptable methods for use 
With this invention and are incorporated by this reference. 
Tattoos should preferably be made With only FDA certi?ed 
pigments and cosmetic ingredients. The temporary tattoo, 
Which may be applied With Water should last six to fourteen 
days, depending on skin type, including through sWimming 
and shoWers. They can be removed With baby oil or rubbing 
alcohol. The present invention is a method to create a 
realistic temporary tattoo matched to the patient’s individual 
skin tone, siZe and shape of their natural body part. It is also 
important that this method is able to custom design a 
temporary tattoo to match the actual body part of an indi 
vidual patient. 

[0011] This present invention can also be used immedi 
ately With no Wait time. It is painless, lasts for several days, 
can be altered, if needed, and stays in place Without dis 
placement. 

[0012] Besides its use in nipple and areolar reconstruction, 
the present invention can also be utiliZed for many other 
purposes. It can be applied to any area of the body Where a 
body part has been removed or lost to create the lost part. For 
example, When an individual loses or has removed an 
eyebroW, their facial appearance can be restored by using a 
temporary customiZed replacement eyebroW to simulate the 
lost one While Waiting for the natural eyebroW to either 
regroW or be reconstructed. It is preferable to match the 
replacement broW as closely as possible to the other intact 
eyebroW or to the one that Was removed so that the improve 
ment is as natural as possible. This present invention could 
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also be used similarly to match features such as a mustache, 
a hairline or a sideburn area, Which has been lost and needs 
to be replaced. 

[0013] Another use of the present invention Would be to 
cover or mask undesirable portions of the body such as 
scars, abnormally pigmented areas (such as loWer eyelid 
darkening), moles and other large pigmented areas Which 
may not have a surgical option, as Well as stretch marks 
thereby improving the patient’s appearance. These custom 
iZed tattoos could also cover up telangiectasias, angiomas, 
spider veins, hemangiomas, arteriovenous malformations, 
hyperpigmentation, melasma, vitiligo, in?ammatory areas, 
cysts, acne, keloids, freckles, lentigos, etc. The present 
invention could be used to cover a permanent tattoo Which 
the patient no longer Wishes to have exposed or may Wish to 
cover on certain occasions. It could also be used to apply 
semi-permanent eyeliner or mascara. The existing art dis 
closes methods of removing skin discolorations, Which 
might include laser treatments and topical solutions, such as 
alpha hydroxy lotion or makeup cover-up. HoWever, these 
methods of removal or cover-up can be painful, cause 
irritation, can scar the skin, might require multiple treat 
ments, Will not be totally effective, and might be expensive. 
The present invention eliminates these problems in that it is 
a quick, easy, painless method of covering the undesirable 
area. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a draWing Wherein the user of the present 
invention is having a photo taken before surgery to remove 
a body part or a catalog photo is being taken. 

[0015] FIG. 1A is a draWing shoWing a user having the 
photograph of a corresponding body part being taken so that 
a matching tattoo can be made for the missing body part. 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a close-up vieW of an adhesive ruler place 
above the areola complex. 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a vieW of the tattoo card shoWing the line 
draWing used for alignment and placement of the tattoo. 

[0018] FIG. 3A is a vieW of the tattoo card shoWing the 
tattoo that is to be placed on a user/patient. Although 
represented in simple line fashion, the tattoo Would be 
visually similar if not identical to the body part being 
replicated. 
[0019] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of the catalog With 
clear pages that can be used to display a variety of tattoos in 
different siZes, shapes, and colors. 

[0020] FIG. 5 is a vieW of a user having a scar photo 
graphed for coverage by a tattoo. 

[0021] FIG. 6 is a side sectional vieW of the tattoo 
shoWing an adhesive layer, a digital image, and a backing 
material. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

[0022] The present invention is a method of creating a 
photo-realistic temporary tattoo 30 that matches the skin 
tone, siZe and shape of a part of a person’s body. The tattoo 
is generally of the type Well knoWn in the art, having a 
backing 70, an image 72, and an adhesive 74 Which bonds 
the image 72 to the user. 
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[0023] The present invention may include the steps of: 
Taking photographs of various different body parts to create 
a stock sample or photographing a particular area on an 
individual patient to create a customiZed tattoo, developing 
the photographic ?lm, scanning the photographs onto a 
computer to produce a digital image, producing-an eXact 
line draWing of the image, printing a corresponding line 
draWing on the reverse side of the temporary tattoo for 
alignment, and ?nally printing the digital image on the front 
side of the temporary tattoo. 

[0024] One embodiment of the present invention involves 
taking the photographs of various body parts of many 
individuals in order to create a stock selection of tattoos 
representing various age groups, skin tones, siZes and shapes 
of each body part to be recreated. Another embodiment of 
the present invention includes taking photographs of the 
eXact body part that is to be removed in advance (FIG. 1) so 
that the temporary tattoo is a more eXact recreation of that 
particular individual’s body part. A further embodiment of 
the present invention involves taking photographs of the 
other half of the paired body part (FIG. 1A) in order to 
create a customiZed temporary tattoo Which replaces the lost 
part. Another embodiment to the tattoo results from a photo 
taken of an item to be covered, such as a scar 60. In this 
embodiment, agents can be added to the tattoo to aid in 
healing (for eXample, antiseptic, antibiotic) or to minimiZe 
scarring (for eXample, sun screen, vitamin 

[0025] When taking photos of an individual customer to 
produce a customiZed tattoo, disposable transparent mal 
leable adhesive rulers 10 may be placed in the area to be 
photographed to ensure that the tattoo is customiZed to the 
eXact siZe and shape desired. The rule 10 may be linear (as 
shoWn in FIG. 1) or provide measurement in more than one 
dimension (see FIG. 5) for more accurate siZing. After the 
photographs are taken, the ?lm is developed by a production 
artist. The prints are scanned onto a computer to produce a 
digital image. The preferred embodiment uses a ?atbed 
scanner and a softWare program such as “Adobe Photo 
Shop.” The production artist then retouches and corrects any 
color defect in the digital image. A corresponding line 
draWing 20 of the digital image may be rendered. This line 
draWing 20 is printed to match the temporary tattoo on the 
opposite side and is used for alignment during the applica 
tion of the tattoo. It may be an eXact duplication of the actual 
tattoo on the other side, or a simple lined schematic for 
alignment as shoWn in FIG. 3. This preferred embodiment 
uses a softWare program such as “Macromedia Freehand,” to 
create the line draWing. 

[0026] This image of the tattoo 30 is then placed, using a 
layout program, on the front 22 of a temporary tattoo card 
24 on Which the line draWing may have already been placed 
on the reverse side 26. Another alignment line 40 may be 
positioned around the image 30 to shoW the boundary of the 
tattoo 30. This line is optional. Although on the same side 22 
of card 24, the line 40 Will not print When the tattoo 30 is 
applied. Multiple tattoos 30 may be placed on a card 24 to 
accommodate for multiple applications. 

[0027] The preferred embodiment utiliZes a softWare pro 
gram, such as “Quark Xpress,” for this step. These digital 
?les are then collected for print onto a disk. The disk, print 
Work order form, output speci?cation sheet and a laser proof 
are sent to the printer. A match proof of each temporary 
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tattoo is then generated by the printing company and closely 
revieWed and compared to the photographs in order to 
ensure that the temporary tattoo is a realistic photo match. At 
that time, the patient may also Want to vieW the proof of the 
temporary tattoo if it is a custom made item. The temporary 
tattoos are then printed and shipped to the production artist. 
The product is then packaged and shipped to the individual 
customer in the eXample of a custom-made tattoo or used in 
the stock supply and stored for future orders. The temporary 
tattoo is then ready for placement on the patient. The digital 
?le is saved, preferably burned onto a CD and archived for 
future use. 

[0028] To facilitate ordering from the stock supplies of 
temporary tattoos (those that are not created for a speci?c 
individual), the present invention utiliZes a sWatch book and 
a catalog 50. Each age grouping, skin tone grouping and siZe 
grouping of every temporary tattoo 30 is digitally output on 
a transparent ?lm overlay 54. The overlay shoWn in FIG. 4 
provides tWo specimens 30 per page 54, although in prac 
tice, one specimen per page is often times preferred as this 
alloWs the patient to hold one tattoo 30 up to his/her skin and 
vieW hoW it Will look When applied. These overlays may be 
held together by a rivet 52 to create a sWatch book of 
temporary tattoo body parts. The rivet 52 may be removable 
to alloW easy use and placement of the specimen on the user. 
The sWatch book is used by the physician and patient to 
select either a body part that closely represents the original 
body part or a body part that most closely matches the 
patient’s oWn skin tone, shape and siZe. An alignment line is 
believed to be unnecessary, but may be used if desired (as 
shoWn in FIG. 3A on card 24). 

[0029] The transparent quality of the sWatch book alloWs 
the patient to hold the image neXt to their body or over their 
skin to assist in matching and selecting the appropriate tattoo 
in order that a natural appearance might be achieved for the 
?nished product. A catalog might also be used in the 
ordering process Which shoWs printed samples of all the 
various temporary tattoo body parts. This method Would be 
less expensive to produce than the sWatch book and might be 
removed from the physician’s of?ce and taken to the privacy 
of the patient’s home. 

[0030] An eXample of the preferred embodiment is the 
nipple and areolar compleX. HoWever, this method can be 
used to create temporary tattoos for a host of other surface 
defects, such as: the eyebroW (mustaches, hairlines and 
sideburns), concealment of nevi and other pigmented tumors 
(keratoses), scars, loWer eyelid pigmentation (undereye 
shadoW), telangiectasias, angiomas, spider veins, created or 
traumatic tattoos, hemangiomas, arteriovenous malforma 
tion, striae-(stretch marks), hyperpigmentation, melasma 
(dark spots folloWing pregnancy), vitiligo (White spots or 
deep pigmentation areas), in?ammation, cysts, acne, kel 
oids, hypertrophic scars, freckles, lentigos. These temporary 
tattoos can also be used for cosmetic enhancements, such as 
eyelid liner and mascara. Custom anatomic tattoos can also 
be used to alloW a person to temporarily assume the appear 
ance of another or of a ?ctional character (such as the 
character Darth MaulTM). 

[0031] Although particular embodiments of the invention 
have been described in detail, it Will be understood that the 
invention is not limited to the embodiments discussed 
above, and there may be other embodiments Which fall 
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Within the spirit and scope of the invention as de?ned by the 
following claims. For example, the tattoo 30 may be hand 
draWn as opposed to a digital image. The above description 
is considered illustrative, and not restrictive in character. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of making a cosmetic temporary tattoo 

comprising the steps of: 

taking photographs of an individual body part in order to 
produce a custom-matched temporary tattoo according 
to the siZe, shape and color of a speci?c body part; 

creating a temporary tattoo to replicate the siZe, shape and 
color of the body part photographed; and 

applying the tattoo to an individual. 
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 

positioning an adhesive transparent rule above the body part 
prior to taking the photograph. 

33. The method of claim 2 further comprising the step of 
scanning the photograph onto a computer to produce a 
digital image. 

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising the step of 
printing a line draWing on the reverse side of the temporary 
tattoo to aid in alignment. 

5. A method of making a catalog of cosmetic temporary 
tattoos comprising the steps of: 

taking photographs of individuals having body parts of 
various siZes, shapes and colors; 
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producing a temporary tattoo of each of the photographed 
body parts; and 

placing the temporary tattoo form into a catalog for 
revieW by a user. 

6. The method of claim 5 Wherein the catalog is comprised 
of clear pages for display of the temporary tattoos. 

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the steps of: 

selecting a temporary tattoo from the catalog; and 

applying the temporary tattoo to the user. 
8. The method of claim 7 further comprising the step of: 

retouching said image in the catalog; and 

color correcting said digital image to correspond With the 
individual body part attempting to be matched. 

9. A temporary tattoo comprising: 

a backing material having a front side and a back side; 

a tattoo image located adjacent the front side of the 
backing material; 

an adhesive layer located adjacent the tattoo image; and 

a line draWing of the tattoo image on the back side of the 
backing material to aid an alignment of the temporary 
tattoo. 


